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INTRODUCTION
The frequency distribution of ages-at-death for a species or population is a key piece of demographic information. If it can be accurately modeled, this distribution is central to estimates of population growth trajectories, breeding success rates necessary for species persistence or harvesting rate supportable by a population, the effect of senescence or aging on population structure, and many other parameters of interest to ecologists, conservation managers, fishery stock managers, and evolutionary theorists (Ricker 1975 , Traill et al. 2007 , Baylis et al. 2014 , Pierson et al. 2015 .
If accurate, unbiased models of population mortality structure are available across many populations or species, these can be used for inter-population or inter-species comparisons of demographic parameters and how those parameters correlate with life-history traits, phylogeny, environment, management strategies, and behavior. Some authors have built databases of mortality structures for multiple species (e.g., Promislow 1991 , Loison et al. 1999 . However, these analyses have generally considered only a limited number of species for which the authors have been able to access high-cost population actuarial datasets, many of which have used transversal life-table approaches, and so relied on assumptions such as zero population growth in order to estimate mortality structure. More recently, others have derived multi-species datasets of mortality curve estimates derived from long-running studies which relax many restrictive assumptions about the population under study. The number of species available for these analyses is limited by the substantial cost of data collection, which limits the comparisons which can be made across populations, phylogeny, and environmental conditions (see Jones et al. 2008 Jones et al. , 2014 .
Perhaps because of the difficulty and expense of obtaining population mortality structure estimates for multiple species, many authors have used maximum recorded longevities (MRLs) within each species as an estimate of the maximum age an individual may attain, or as a proxy of annual adult survival rate (see Møller 2006 and Baylis et al. 2014) . Maximum recorded longevities are available for many species, but are biased by sample size, recapture type (i.e., whether longevity records are from animals recaptured alive or recovered dead), and the shape of each species' mortality curve (Baylis et al. 2014) . Further, these biases correlate with many of the factors proposed as drivers of interspecies differences in mortality structures (Baylis et al. 2014) . A method that accurately estimates population mortality curves for multiple species from existing databases could dramatically increase the number of species and populations available for comparisons and allow comparisons to investigate multiple parameters such as adult survival rates, senescence rates, maximum plausible longevities, and juvenile mortality rates for each species. Population mortality structure models can also be used to parameterize predictive models of species survival and persistence under specific situations, such as population viability analyses (Beissinger and Westphal 1998) . These models require accurate estimates of population parameters such as annual survival rates and survival to breeding age, which may be estimated from population mortality curves coupled with information from standard reference works.
Attributes of centralized mark-recapture databases
Marking schemes may differ in their default levels of information. Here, we consider the information included in mark-recapture records in the Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme database (ABBBS 2015) as an example. If similarly structured data are available within other banding schemes, our modeling approach should generalize to those schemes' datasets.
Marking.-Each marked animal is recorded. Records may be assumed to contain information on the unique band number used to mark the animal, the species marked, the date the animal was marked, the location at which the mark was applied, the type(s) of mark applied, the method used to catch the animal, the status of the mark at the time of release (e.g., animal was alive with the band), the identity of the bander responsible for the marking project, and the specific banding project under which the animal was marked. Additional data may be available on the age of the animal (and how it was aged), the sex of the animal (and how it was sexed), and the time of day at which the animal was marked.
In contrast to datasets collected for the express purpose of estimating population mortality structures, marking in centralized mark-recapture datasets is carried out by multiple independent parties. Marking may occur over an extended time period, or as a one-off event. A given researcher on a given animal-marking day might only mark individuals of one species, several species, or every animal captured. Researchers may deliberately bias their capture efforts toward a given species (e.g., by providing song playback near their points of capture) or away from a given species (e.g., by setting nets in areas where species of interest are particularly active, and away from species which are not of interest). For most species, marking occurs at multiple locations. In the ABBBS dataset, each marking event is assigned to a locode, which is a study site as defined by a researcher. Each locode may be viewed as a categorical location (i.e., individuals are from the locode in which they were marked, and are more likely to be observed as a result of research effort at the same locode than at any other locode). Locode descriptions also often contain a lat/long position, which in principle allows continuous analyses of animal movement to inform models of recapture probability.
Recapture and recovery.-Recapture and recovery records may be submitted to the ABBBS by anyone who has observed or recovered an ABBBS band or an animal marked with an ABBBS band. We consider two classes of mark recovery: those recoveries made by researchers in the course of animal capture for marking (marking observations), and those recoveries made by people not involved in marking at the time (e.g., animals encountered by beach-patrol schemes, hunters, or members of the public willing to report a banded animal encountered opportunistically-collectively, non-marking observations). Researchers who mark animals are encouraged to submit their observations of marked animals at the same time as they annually report the new bands that they have applied, so marking observations may not be reported for ≤12 months after the time of observation. The information requested with marking observations mirrors the information submitted with new band applications. Non-marking observations are encouraged either by post or through the ABBBS web portal. The ABBBS requests information on the unique band ID recovered, the species observed, any additional tags found on the animal, the date of observation, the method by which the animal was observed, whether the animal was alive or dead at the time of the observation, the location of the observation, and contact details for the person submitting the report. An unknown proportion of observations go unreported for both marking observations and non-marking observations.
Modeling approaches
Much effort has been spent on model designs for datasets of marked-and-recaptured, markedand-recovered, or marked-and-resighted animals (see Table 1 ). The model designs may be coarsely grouped according to whether they consider discrete or continuous time, and whether the model considers an open, closed, or combined open and closed (robust design) population.
We have four major concerns with using interval-based, unitary-population models (see Table 1 ) to model population mortality structure from national-level databases:
1. Quantification of recapture effort-The data in national-scale band-recovery datasets are spread over a wide temporal range across Table 1 . Established modeling approaches for the estimation of population mortality structures from marked animals, with descriptions of the populations of marked animals they are assumed to act as a model for.
Model name Citations
Population parameters estimated Populations to which the model is suited Composite dynamic model Bellrose and Chase (1950) ; Deevey (1947) Time-specific and age-specific survival
Demographically stationary populations with a long history of marking and consistently nonzero likelihood of observation, or a random sample of animals from a demographically stationary population ageable post-mortem by physical features Mark-recovery models Brownie et al. (1985) Time-specific survival, potentially through multiple age classes defined from discrete marking times Combination models Kendall et al. (2013) ; Burnham (1993) ; Catchpole et al. (1998) ; Barker (1997) Survival, population size, births, and deaths at discrete time points summarizing intervals Unitary populations multiply sampled on a regular basis, with incidental recoveries made outside the regular monitoring events many banding locations. In many year/location combinations, there are zero observations for a given species. Because there is no requirement for users to submit data to the ABBBS if they have attempted to capture animals for marking but failed to capture any animals, it is impossible to distinguish true zeroes (i.e., no marked animals were observed, despite effort) from an absence of observation effort; moreover, discontinuous monitoring effort makes survival parameters inestimable in many interval-based techniques (Table 1) . In our dataset, the number of animals recovered dead in a year correlates strongly with the number of animals banded in a year, presumably partly because researchers marking animals tend to mark in locations where their species of interest exists at high density, and tend to look for dead animals while they are on-site. Because we cannot unambiguously assign monitoring intervals with a consistent duration or unambiguously decide whether a given population was or was not monitored during a time interval, we cannot use interval-based analysis techniques such as the JS, Brownie, or robust design models (see Table 1 ). 2. Spatial heterogeneity in catchability-Individual marked animals exist in an overall population consisting of animals from many marking locations, which may violate the assumption of a unitary population. Modeling approaches for handling heterogeneity in observability exist within interval-based techniques (Table 1) , but interval-based techniques are ruled out by the chaotic structure of marking effort in national-scale databases. 3. Mark loss-There are well-developed models for mark loss within Jolly-Seber (JS) models, but these rely on a portion of the marked population being double-marked ( 
Scope
In this paper, we present a model which utilizes the dataset collected by the Australian Bird and Bat Banding Scheme, with an expectation that our modeling process may also be applicable to other banding schemes' datasets. Our aim with this model is to estimate population mortality structures for all species which have a recorded history of marking and recapture in centralized schemes, within the limitations of those datasets. We do not present our models as an alternative to JS models, Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) models, or other models based on robust design or the integration of robust design and recovery data. Rather, we present our models as an alternative to MRLs, containing all of the information in MRLs and also providing a first estimate of population mortality structure, while remaining unaffected by the sample-size, recapture-type, and population mortality curve biases which affect MRLs. We consider robust design, CJS, and integrated models to be superior to our models in cases where data have been collected with the aim of constructing one of these models. We choose not to use them because centralized datasets do not meet the necessary assumptions of those models.
Here, we develop an open-population, continuous-time model with the aim of estimating population mortality structures from data held for all species in a large, centrally managed band-recovery database. We have chosen to develop an open-population model for obvious reasons (a mortality structure model obviously must allow for the death of individuals). We have chosen a continuous-time model because centrally managed datasets have many contributors working at many locations according to schedules determined by their own research requirements, so splitting into discrete marking and/or recapture periods (as in Burnham 1993 and Catchpole et al. 1998) was not well supported by the data ❖ www.esajournals.orgstructure. Further, animal trapping attempts where no animals were captured may not be recorded, so it is not possible in principle to distinguish between zero effort and zero recaptures despite effort. We have chosen a panmictic model as a first-attempt solution, but note that our model may be applied to subsets of nationalscale datasets, so a discrete-space form of our model can potentially be achieved by estimating location-specific parameters separately for individual marking locations. A continuous-space form of our model is also conceivable, as the key requirement for a continuous-space form of our model is a continuous-space estimate of observation probability, which could plausibly be generated from band-application records. We hope to extend our model to a continuous-space framework in future work. However, the panmictic and discrete-space versions of our model may be of use in cases with very high movement and extremely limited movement, respectively.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Modeled mortality curves
Our model takes a sample of individuals marked as nestlings or newborns and with known ages-at-death and uses the proportion of the sample that has died by each age to estimate this proportion in the population. Because there are biases that we expect to affect the probability of a given recovery-at-death being made, it is necessary to model those biases and re-weight each record according to its probability of being observed under the model.
Our model accounts for three major potential biases: availability, intensity, and mark loss. Availability is, for each potential age-at-death, the proportion of the marked animals that could have achieved that age. Note that this usage contrasts with "availability for capture" in discussions of analyses which account for heterogeneous capture probabilities of individuals. For our model, ages-at-death, rather than individuals at each discrete time point, are differentially available (cf. Pledger et al. 2003) . We correct for differences in availability by up-weighting observations of deaths at ages that relatively few of the marked animals could have attained. For example, in an animal species that was first marked twenty years ago, and in which ten individuals per year have been marked, the oldest possible recorded ageat-death is twenty years, and only 5% of the marked animals could have achieved that age, whereas 95% of all marked animals could have been observed dying at one year of age. The assumption of zero population growth, found in composite dynamic models (see Table 1 ), is unnecessary in our model because all deaths are drawn from a known set of births and weighted accordingly by the correction for differences in availability by individuals. If uncorrected, differences in availability would result in younger ages-at-death being over-represented in the model.
Intensity is the effect of research effort on the annual probability of observation within a species. We correct for variation in intensity using, for each year, the predicted value of a constrained linear model fit between the number of animals marked in a year and the number of animals observed in a year, expressed as a proportion of the value for the year with the most intense study. We reason that researchers marking animals are also likely to report recoveries of dead, marked animals. We also reason that research projects often occur for sets of sequential years, separated by many years from the next research project on a species. Linear models were constrained to have an intercept ≥0.1 and a slope ≥0; that is, even under no active study, species were assumed to have an observation rate of at least one individual per 10 years, and increasing study intensity could not decrease the probability of observation of an individual dying in a year. These restrictions are admittedly ad hoc. They serve to prevent our algorithm from fitting zeroes for recapture probability in some years, and therefore giving infinite weight to any individual recovered in those years, as otherwise happens on some small datasets. Nevertheless, we consider them reasonable: If increasing animal-marking effort truly caused a reduction in the absolute number of observations of marked animals, scientists would presumably have stopped marking animals. If individuals of marked species were truly observed at a rate less than one individual per ten years, we would have a very small number of years in which any recoveries were made, and therefore a noisy estimate of the number of animals recovered in years with no marking effort. In this case, error or bias from the intercept restriction would be very small ❖ www.esajournals.orgcompared to sampling error for the intercept estimate. If studies involve marking and observing animals for sets of contiguous years, then failing to account for differences in intensity would result in over-representation of short-lived (e.g., less than, say, half a typical study duration) relative to longer-lived individuals.
Mark loss is any loss of marks from marked animals that renders them individually unrecognizable. In seabirds, which are marked with leg bands, we correct for mark loss as a function of time. We modified Ludwig's (1981) general model of band loss into a lognormal distribution of mark loss times. Following Ludwig (1967) , we used 65% band wear as the likely band-loss point (i.e., the point at which 65% of the band's original mass has been lost to wear; but see also Ludwig 1981 , Hatch and Nisbet 1983 , and Ludwig et al. 1996 for discussion of estimates of band-loss points in different species). Not all seabird species have published wear rate estimates for their bands available in the literature. For species with no available estimate, we inferred a likely wear rate from published studies of comparable species (Table 2 ; Appendix S1). With slight modification, this approach is transferrable to other animals (e.g., tagged fish and mammals). Failure to account for mark loss would result in an under-representation of long-lived individuals in the model.
If the interval between the first marking of a species and the end of the monitoring period exceeds the maximum longevity of the species (see Assumptions and limitations of the fitted models), then where: W a is the weighting resulting from differences in availability, W i is the weighting resulting from differences in intensity, W b is the weighting resulting from differences in mark loss, W aib is the combined weighting for an individual observation, C x is the number of individuals that could have been recorded dying at age x. If all marked individuals were marked as nestlings, this is the sum of those marked ≥ x years ago, max(C) is the maximum value of C x over all potentially observed ages. If all marked individuals were marked as nestlings, this equals C 1 , I y is the fitted intensity, that is, the predicted number of recaptures in the year that data point y was recovered, based on the number of animals marked in that year, max(I) is the maximum value of I y over all values of y m is the log of the mean mark-persistence time, sd is the standard deviation of the log of mark-persistence time, and if plnorm(q, m, sd) is a lower tail probability from a lognormal distribution where q is the age of a mark at the time of its observation and m and sd are as defined above; the following Notes: Each wear rate is an estimate of the proportion of mass lost by a band per year, estimated from published band wear rate measurements groups of similar birds. Band metal is the current recommended band metal for each species, as recorded in ABBBS (2000) . Band metal codes: Aluminum, Al; Stainless Steel, SS; Incoloy, In. For full details of band wear rate estimation and data sources relevant to the estimates, see Appendix S1: Table S1 . Taxonomy follows Gill and Donsker (2015) . equations may be used to characterize the weights assigned to each data point.
W aib ¼ ð1=ðC x = maxðCÞÞÞ Â ð1=ðI y = maxðIÞÞÞ Â ð1=ð1 À plnormðq y ; m; sdÞÞÞ (4a) Once W aib has been calculated for each observation, the weighted observations are used to estimate a mortality curve. The proportion of the population that has died by age x is estimated as the sum of all W aib scores for animals which died at an age less than x, divided by the sum of all W aib scores. Our approach is therefore similar to the Horvitz-Thompson approach used in some animal abundance estimation (Borchers et al. 1998 , Buckland et al. 2010 , in that the probability (relative to a most observable state, in our case) of observing each data point is estimated, and that estimate is used to correct the dataset for underrepresentation of some classes of data points.
Model validation
We tested the behavior of our weighting and curve-fitting approaches by Monte Carlo simulation, generating simulated populations, simulating data collection from those populations, and estimating mortality curves using our weighting method. The basic simulated populations were designed to represent a well-studied animal species with a large number of total recoveries and relatively simple population dynamics. Modifications to the basic simulation were made to simulate less well-studied populations with different relationships between marking and recovery rates, reduced opportunities to recover dead, marked animals, different underlying mortality structures, and different species-monitoring histories. Our basic simulated population ( Fig. 2A , Table 3A1 ) represents a good dataset, similar to our real-world dataset for the Shorttailed Shearwater (Puffinus tenuirostris): Banding history exceeds maximum plausible longevity by a wide margin, band wear rates are low, and the total number of observations is fairly large. The modifications to the basic simulation test how our model performs with lower-quality data and where the model assumptions are not met. Notes: For each set of simulated populations, the table presents the root mean squared error (RMSE) and bias of the estimate at five, ten, and fifteen years of age. Proportions are based on a maximum of 500 simulated populations, each with total sample size set by the banding history. Simulations are laid out to match their layout in Fig. 1 .
† The number of populations in a set, and the number of recoveries in each population, differed between simulations as follows, N (n AE SD): A1: 500 (115 AE 40); A2: 499 (93 AE 31); A3: 492 (51 AE 18); B1: 500 (117 AE 40); B2: 499 (89 AE 31); B3: 500 (120 AE 40); C1: 500 (126 AE 46); C2: 500 (119 AE 41); C3: 499 (117 AE 39); D1: 427 (49 AE 21); D2: 276 (38 AE 17); and D3: 442 (38 AE 13), where N is the number of populations in the set, n is the mean number of recoveries in a population, and SD is the standard deviation of the number of recoveries per population. If a simulation had no band-recapture records (i.e., if no studies were initiated, or if none of the marked individuals were discovered dead), or if our model-fitting algorithm failed for a simulation, then that simulation was excluded from the RMSE and bias calculations.
The basic simulated population had a 64-year marking history (matching the duration of birdbanding in our real-world dataset) and 2.22% mean annual mark-wear rate (mass loss), and mark loss occurred when 65% of the initial mark mass was lost. Individuals were marked during studies. The number of studies initiated in a given year was a Poisson-distributed (k = 0.4) variable, and studies had a Poisson-distributed (k = 3 yr) duration, so it was possible for several studies to start in the same year, or for a new study to begin while others were ongoing. Studies marked a variable, uniformly distributed (min = 1, max = 100) number of animals per year, and were also major sources of mark recoveries. During the year in which the greatest numbers of animals were marked, an animal dying was set to have a recovery probability of 40% from research recovery, and an animal's probability of discovery owing to research effort was linearly related to the amount of research effort in that year, so an animal dying in a year with no research effort had a 0% probability of being recovered as a result of research effort. Independently of research effort, the basic probability of recovery of a dead animal from non-research activity was set to 10%. So, an animal dying in the most intensely studied year had a combined probability of discovery of 46%: 4% of the animals dying in that year were discovered both as a result of research effort and by casual observers, 36% were discovered only as a result of research effort, 6% were discovered only by casual observers, and 54% were undiscovered. Conversely, an animal dying in a year where no studies were underway had a 10% probability of discovery: the 10% recovery probability from non-research effort was the only source of recoveries for animals dying in those years.
We tested the method's robustness to high rates of mark loss, incorrectly assumed rates of markloss (i.e., mismatch between the real rates of mark loss for a species and the rate used in the model), differences in true mortality curve shape ( Fig. 1 ; and see lines A, C, D, and E in Baylis et al. 2014 for formal definitions of the curves used), and reductions in numbers of observed individuals by three mechanisms: reductions in the time interval between the date of first marking in a species and the present day, reduced annual probability of study initiation, and reduced numbers of animals marked per study year. Simulations with a reduced number of observed individuals serve as an indirect test of the ad hoc restrictions to our W i estimator. The restrictions are based on an assumption of a minimum of one observed individual per ten years under no active monitoring effort, which is unlikely to be met in the smallest datasets. We were unable to directly specify a violation of this condition in our simulations as our simulations specify a minimum probability of observation, given death, for each individual, not a minimum probability of observing any individuals in any given year. We generated estimates of root mean squared error (RMSE) and bias of our estimates at five, ten, and fifteen years of age for each set of simulated populations based on 500 simulation iterations.
The R script used to generate the simulations and confidence intervals is included as Data S1 to facilitate further testing of our model's robustness to violations of its assumptions, or fits applied to unusual datasets.
Fitting curves for a selection of species
Records of marking and recovery dates were collected from the ABBBS database if they met the following conditions:
1. Record was of a member of a seabird family; 2. Record was of an individual marked as an unfledged young, with exact marking and recovery dates known; and 3. Record's recovery data indicated a beachwashed or "found dead, cause unknown" recovery and did not indicate that the bird was a skeleton or a dried-out corpse or partially decomposed.
Species were selected for further analysis if there were >20 records from that species. This is an arbitrary cutoff: We expected fitted models with~20 individuals to be inaccurate for at least some estimated parameters and chose to include these as examples of our model's performance on data-poor species. Twelve seabird species were represented by >20 records in the ABBBS data.
Annual adult survival rates, annual immature survival rates, first-year survival rates, and senescence rates were estimated from our fitted curves for each species. Published estimates of these rates were also sought for each species by ❖ www.esajournals.org Fig. 1 . Plots of fitted mortality structures and the true underlying mortality structures used in simulation modeling. In each case, the green lines represent the estimated proportion of all individuals which survive to age x in each of 500 simulated populations, with weighting; the black line represents the true underlying mortality structure in the data. Unless otherwise noted, the defining terms for the simulations are 64-yr history of marking; 20-yr true maximum longevity; simulated data had a band wear rate of 2.22% per annum; 65% mass-loss cutoff for band loss; 2.22% annual band wear was assumed during model-fitting; 65% mass loss was the assumed Ã . Published estimates of one or more of the survival rates were found for five of the twelve species (see Table 4 ).
Additional graphs were generated of the W a , W i , W b , and W aib corrections for each species through time, to determine typical ranges, variances, and structures of these variables, and for use in model validation. For each species, the corrected mortality curve, uncorrected mortality curve, and two-parameter Weibull (Weibull 1951 , Therneau 2015 fitted models from corrected and uncorrected data were generated. Additionally for each species, diagnostic plots were generated showing C x and the relationship between annual numbers marked and recovered.
RESULTS
Model validation
In most simulated populations with known mortality curves, our modeling approach generates accurate estimates of the true, underlying population mortality curves (Fig. 1, Table 3 ) with minimal bias (Table 3) . This was true across varying mean sample sizes, differing true shapes of mortality curves, and differing band wear rates, although for obvious reasons, the accuracy increased with increasing sample size (Table 3D , cf. Table 3A1 ) and decreased with increasing band wear rates (Table 3A) . When model assumptions were met, observed bias of the estimates was low in our simulations (between onetenth and one-fifth of RMSE). The degree of bias increased with high band wear rates and when sample sizes were reduced by reducing the banding history, study-initiation rate, or number of animals marked per study year (Table 3A, D) . Incorrectly assumed band wear rates could positively or negatively bias fitted mortality rates (Table 3B) . Populations where the juvenile mortality rates were high relative to adult mortality rates appear to have reduced bias relative to populations where juvenile mortality rates are low relative to adult mortality rates (Table 3C) .
Fitted curves for selected species
For the 12 species for which we fitted curves, all weighted survival curves estimated higher survival to each age relative to unweighted mortality curves (Fig. 2) , unsurprisingly indicating that modeled data points for older individuals tend to be weighted more highly than data points from younger individuals. Species differed dramatically in their marking histories and patterns of recaptures through time, and weights applied to data points for each species differed accordingly. Total weightings (W aib ) were clearly ( Fig. 1. Continued) band-loss point; the number of animals marked in total is the sum of all annual marking events, where annual study-initiation probability is a Poisson-distributed variable with k = 0.4, study duration is a Poisson-distributed variable with k = 3 yr, and annual sample size (i.e., number of animals marked) in a study is a Uniformly distributed variable with a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 50; the probability of being found dead for an individual dying during the year with the most intense study is 40%, and the probability of any given individual being found dead in the absence of any study is 10%. With these parameters, an average simulated population is represented by 115 AE 40 (SD) band recoveries (Table 2) . Series A represents departure from these conditions by increasing mark loss rate. Sub-figure A1 represents 2.22% annual band wear both in data generation and in model-fitting; A2 represents 4.44% annual band wear; and A3 represents 8.88% annual band wear. Series B represents differences between real band wear rates and modeled band wear rates. In B1, the real wear rate is 2.22%, but the model assumes a wear rate of 4.44%; in B2, the real wear rate is 4.44%, but the model assumes a wear rate of 2.22%; and in B3, the real wear rate is 2.22%, but the model assumes a wear rate of 3.33%. Series C represents different underlying mortality structures, with C1 having high juvenile mortality; C2 having high juvenile survival, high middle-age mortality, and high old-age survival; and C3 having high juvenile mortality, high middle-age survival, and high old-age mortality. Series D represents differing numbers of total recaptures, with D1 having a reduced history, of only 25 yr of mark-recaptures; D2 having reduced study-initiation probability (annual studyinitiations are Poisson-distributed with k = 0.1); and D3 having reduced numbers of animals marked per studyyear (numbers marked per study year are Uniformly distributed with a minimum of 1 and a maximum of 15). ABBBS dataset . AFB taken to be 4 yr (Bradley et al. 1989 
Ile de la Possession (1966, 1968, and 1969 cohorts) 0.812 NE NE NE more influenced by availability and intensity than by mark loss, indicating a relatively minor effect of mark loss on our estimates of mortality for these species. There was no clear pattern across species of availability or intensity being more heavily weighted. Diagnostic plots of availability, intensity, W a , W i , W b , and W aib for all species are presented in Appendix S1. Estimated annual adult survival, immature survival, first-year survival, and senescence rates from our models and published sources are presented for each species in Table 4 . The oldest ageclass in the dataset was close to the maximum observable age-at-death (i.e., the age at which availability = 0) for three species-Kelp Gull, Northern Giant Petrel, and Shy Albatross ( Fig. 2 ; Appendix S1: Fig. S4 ). For these three species, the critical assumption that marking history exceeds maximum plausible longevity may not hold. For Kelp Gull, Northern Giant Petrel, and Shy Albatross, peak W aib scores were also markedly higher than for other species (~70-100 vs. <30 for all other species except Masked Booby; see Appendix S1: Fig. S3 ), driven largely by high W a values, indicating large numbers of recoveries at age classes with low availability. For the Masked Booby, the W aib peak is largely driven by high W i points (see Appendix S1: Fig. S5 ), indicating that some individuals were recaptured in years where a hypothetical dead individual has a very low probability of being observed because of low researcher effort. Estimated age-specific mortality rates from our senescence model are presented for all ages after the age at first breeding in Appendix S1: Fig. S7 . ( ABBBS dataset . AFB taken to be 4 yr (Crawford et al. 2000) 0 Notes: (A) Species where the maximum recorded longevity in our data was not close to the banding history for that species (see Appendix S1). (B) Species where the maximum recorded longevity in our data was close to the banding history for that species (see Appendix S1). The assumption that banding history exceeds maximum possible longevity for a species is critical to our model, so the estimates in (B) should be viewed with suspicion. For the purposes of our models, an adult is defined as an individual in an age class equal to or older than the youngest record of breeding for that species; an immature is defined as an individual in any age class younger than the youngest record of breeding for that species; and first-year survival is defined as the survival rate from the time of banding as a nestling to one year after banding as a nestling. Estimates of annual adult survival, annual immature survival, and first-year survival are n-weighted estimates from our fitted models, and SE estimates for these parameters were generated by bootstrapping. Estimates of senescence rate are taken from a logit model of mortality rate in response to age class after the age at first breeding using the glm() function in R (R Core Team 2015). For senescence models, fitted estimates of numbers surviving were rounded to the nearest integer to allow model-fitting, and the final two age classes were excluded to minimize the bias expected from terminating the data series at an age class with 100% observed mortality. The values for senescence rate are the expected change in log-odds of mortality for a one-year increase in age: Larger absolute numbers indicate a larger proportional change in mortality rate with increasing age, negative numbers indicate negative apparent senescence, and positive numbers indicate positive apparent senescence. Estimated mortality rates for each adult age class are also presented visually in Appendix S1: Fig. S7 . Abbreviations are as follows: AFB: age at first breeding; NR: no records of survival estimates for this species; NE: no estimate of this parameter in this source. Empty cells indicate that a figure has not been estimated in the literature for a specific population set.
† The source of the estimates in Skira (1991) is not described in detail and may be summaries from the same dataset as presented in Bradley et al. (1989) . ‡ Voisin (1988) presents estimates of 7.7% and 8.3% as the mean annual mortality rate for adult Northern Giant Petrel and Southern Giant Petrel, respectively, but these are absolute mortality rates: A figure of 7.7% indicates that from a starting cohort of 100, an average of 7.7 individuals die each year until all individuals in the cohort are dead. This contrasts with the commonly presented relative mortality rates, where a figure of 7.7% indicates that for each age class, an average of 7.7% of the individuals which survived to enter the age class did not survive to enter the subsequent age class. Figures presented in this table are relative mortality rates, calculated from the raw data in Table 14 in Voisin (1988) .
§ Estimates from these populations were not presented numerically in the source material, so numbers were taken visually from figures. ***P = 0-0.001; **P = 0.001-0.01; *P = 0.01-0.0; P = 0.05-0.1; [blank space] P > 0.1.
In every species where our model assumptions are met (i.e., excluding Kelp Gull, Northern Giant Petrel, and Shy Albatross), estimated firstyear survival rates are lower than estimated immature survival rates and estimated immature survival rates are lower than estimated adult survival rates (Table 4A) . Estimated adult survival rates are generally high, as would be expected for seabirds, and are close to the estimates of adult survival available in literature sources for Fig. 2 . Individual species' fitted curves and Weibull fits. Green lines are weighted model data and their associated confidence intervals, representing the estimated proportion of all individuals which survive to age x. Black lines are the mortality curves which would be estimated from the available dataset under the assumption that recorded deaths are a truly representative sample of all deaths for that species-that is, the proportion of individuals estimated to survive to age x without applying our modeling technique applied to the data. Red and blue lines are Weibull model fits for the modeled species mortality data using our technique weighted data and not using our technique, respectively. ( all species where our model assumptions are met (Table 4A) . Estimates of apparent senescence are broadly consistent between species. Most species show positive apparent senescence, although it is noteworthy that the three smallest species, with the highest rates of annual adult mortality (White-faced Storm Petrel, Silver Gull, and Crested Tern), all have negative apparent senescence in our estimates (Table 4A) .
In general, we should expect survival and senescence rates to be similar in closely related species. We have three sets of closely related species in our data where our model assumptions are met: two shearwaters (Wedge-tailed and Short-tailed Shearwater), two sulids (Australasian Gannet and Masked Booby), and two gulls (Silver Gull and Pacific Gull). In these sets, the shearwaters are of similar mass (475 g and 546 g), as are the sulids (2700 g and 2190 g), but the two gulls have very different body masses (264 g and 1040 g; all masses are mean female masses from Garnett et al. 2015) . It is noteworthy that our estimates of all three survival rates and senescence are nearly equal for the two Shearwater species and the two sulid species. Within the gulls, all three survival rates are higher for the larger species, as would be expected from the long-established pattern that members of larger species tend to live longer (Promislow 1993 ). (Fig. 2. Continued) 
DISCUSSION
Our modeling technique produces accurate, repeatable estimates of population mortality structure with minimal bias, under limitations that affect real-world datasets including mark loss, variable recapture effort, and differing potential availability of age classes for recapture. Our technique has immediate implications for researchers who require an estimate of the population mortality structure for their species of interest and researchers wishing to make comparisons of the mortality structures of groups of marked individuals. Real-world examples include people wishing to estimate the effect of predator removal on mortality structures within a species (e.g., Almany and Webster 2006), or to estimate evolutionary trajectories of mortality structures between species (e.g., Jones et al. 2014) .
Our technique has considerable advantages over existing techniques for estimating population mortality structures. Compared to the metaanalysis technique of Promislow (1991) and the large-scale targeted data collection of studies such as Loison et al. (1999) , a mortality structure may be estimated for more species, using data that are already collected. Compared with the use of MRLs to estimate population mortality parameters, our technique gives a direct estimate of the complete mortality curve, rather than estimating a single parameter of it. Researchers may estimate multiple scalar parameters from each species mortality curve as we have done, or use function regression techniques (e.g., Yen et al. 2014) to compare the curves.
Our method should not suffer from the recapture-number, recapture-type, and curve biases that affect MRL analyses. However, as with all modeling techniques, our method makes assumptions about the nature of the data, and a failure to meet these assumptions could invalidate the findings from the fitted models.
Assumptions and limitations of the fitted models
Duration of marking history for modeled species. -Of the existing modeling procedures outlined in Table 1 , our modeling process bears the most similarity to the composite dynamic family of models: The key assumption of both is that the distribution of ages or age classes at which deaths are observed or disappearances are seen to occur mirrors the distribution of deaths or disappearances in the population. From this, a death curve is constructed based on the cumulative proportion of all observed deaths at each age or age class.
Composite dynamic models have been critiqued for their unreasonable assumptions, chiefly the assumption of 100% mortality in the final year of monitoring, and the assumption that recapture probabilities are constant through time or time intervals (Burnham and Anderson 1979) . Our modeling process does not assume that recapture probabilities are constant through time-time variability is instead assumed to be driven by the structure of sampling effort, which is recorded in bandapplication data and estimated in the W i parameter. Our modeling process does not assume 100% mortality in the final year of monitoring, but makes the related assumption that the time interval between the first marking of a species and the present day exceeds the maximum possible longevity for that species. In national-level mark-recapture datasets, the interval between first marking and the present day is commonly 50+ yr (see Appendix S1: Fig. S1 ). We consider 50+ yr is likely to exceed the maximum plausible longevity of many species. As a coarse test of this assumption for a particular species, we can compare the duration of species' banding histories with the maximum recorded longevity for that species: If the interval between first marking and the present day is very close to the maximum recorded longevity, the assumption that the interval between first marking and the present day exceeds the species' true maximum longevity is likely violated. In our analysis, we used three points of evidence to conclude that the true maximum longevity of the Shy Albatross exceeded the marking history for this species-a tiny proportion of all bands applied to this species were applied >33 yr ago and our estimated mortality curve ended at approximately 33 yr (see Appendix S1: Fig. S1 ); other Thalassarche albatrosses have MRLs of between 37 and 47.2 yr (AnAge database, build 13; Tacutu et al. 2013 ); and we observed many fitted points in our model with excessively high W a values. We predict that fitted curves for this species will tend to extend to greater ages as death records continue to be reported, and the marking history approaches and exceeds the true maximum longevity for this species.
Independence of data points with respect to age-atdeath.-Our model assumes that apart from the biases modeled by W a , W i , and W b , marked animal carcasses are discovered at a rate that is independent of age-at-death. The validity of this assumption needs to be considered for each species. For instance, species may show philopatry to unmonitored sites, in which case they are expected to have a lower probability of detection (Schmutz et al. 1994) . If this occurs at a specific age, then this would generate a bias in our model where the period of philopatry away from the monitored area should be under-represented in recorded deaths, and hence, the modeled mortality rate in those age classes should under-estimate the true mortality rate. Of the species covered in our dataset, the Shy Albatross is sedentary around breeding colonies as an adult (from~5 yr of age), but ranges widely before that age (Brothers et al. 1997) . Hence, the fitted model for the Shy Albatross may be affected by differing levels of observability by age class. Our weighting calculations summarize each year as a separate ageclass, so under the current version of W i , species that show annual migration between two areas should not be affected by within-year differences in catchability so long as the age structure of deaths is equal across the two areas.
Variance of estimates of mortality rate at high agesat-death.-We consider the increasing variances of mortality rate estimates at higher ages, as well as at time or age ranges in the model with low probability of recapture, to be a shortcoming in our fitted models. This appears unavoidable, because the root cause is a lack of data in the affected time-or age-ranges. Estimates of mortality structure for the many species where detailed, well-designed longitudinal study data are unavailable are a key output of our modeling process. For those comparisons, a degree of noise in individual species models may be statistically tolerable. For estimates for single species, users should remain aware of the volatility of model estimates at high age classes.
Population dynamics and the population under study.-We consider that there are two reasonable sets of assumptions that researchers might make about mortality structures in the population under study. The first is that mortality structures are a fixed attribute of each species and that other than the effects of availability, intensity, and mark loss, the sampled individuals represent a random sample of ages-at-death for that species. In that case, the fitted model estimates the mortality structure for the species under study. The second possible set of assumptions is that mortality structures are variable within each species, either through time or geographically. In that case, the fitted model estimates the mortality structure of the population for which the researcher's dataset is a random sample other than the effects of availability, intensity, and mark loss.
Regarding heterogeneity
Population heterogeneity is a concern in many animal-recapture models. We consider that for the purposes of estimating mortality structures, two sorts of heterogeneity are potentially concerning:
1. Heterogeneous survival rates between, for example, sexes, migrants and residents, or surviving animals vs. already-dead animals (i.e., the individual quality effect, where the mortality-risk curve for each individual does not match the mortality-risk curve for the population as a whole; see Lescro€ el et al. 2009) 2. Heterogeneous recapture probabilities between animals, for example, animals whose core territory is near vs. far from net positions; trap-shy vs. trap-happy animals; or animals belonging to one migratory group or another, where migratory routes differ in monitoring intensity.
Our model assumes that the duration of banding history should exceed the true maximum longevity for that species. If that assumption is met, our fitted models are unaffected by the first type of heterogeneity, as deaths may be observed in proportion to their rate of occurrence right up until the age at which all individuals are dead.
To account for the second form of heterogeneity, we must make one further assumption: that mortality structures are consistent across animals with differing probabilities of being observed. However, if there is a difference in the survival curves of, for example, residents vs migrants, then this heterogeneity will be correctly modeled (i.e., the curve will correctly describe the marked population as a whole) if the relative probability of observing residents vs. migrants may be estimated and accounted for. This specific possibility is discussed in the section Spatially explicit recapture effort below.
Diagnostics of the fitted models
Our weighting procedure is essentially a model of the probability of observing each observed point. A potential diagnostic, which we used to identify issues with our Northern Giant Petrel, Kelp Gull, and Shy Albatross datasets, is to examine the distribution of weights used for each species. One should not expect to see many points with high weights, as by definition highly weighted points have high weights because such points should be rare. It is not a simple matter to suggest what number of highly weighted points is suspicious, or how highly weighted a point should be in order to be considered suspicious, as our variable of interest (the true longevity structure of a species) should cause variation in the number and distribution of high-weighted points. However, if the sum of all W aib values for a species exceeds the total number of marks applied to that species, then we may conclude that model assumptions are violated. An intuitive explanation is presented in Appendix S1.
We consider it prudent, in any analysis using this technique, to make available graphs of W a , W i , W b , and W aib by year of mark recovery for each species (see Appendix S1), to facilitate critical examination of the model by reviewers and readers.
Estimated mark loss accounts for only a small proportion of the W aib score for most of the species analyzed in our dataset (see Appendix S1: Fig. S6 ). However, it is possible that estimates of band wear rates are published primarily when researchers notice distressingly high rates of wear in the bands applied to their study species and write articles to advocate for harder or betterfitting bands (Appendix S1: Table S1 ). If this is the case, then our estimated band wear rates will over-estimate true rates of band wear. This potential bias could be remedied by taking a selection of worn bands from marked animals, regardless of the age of the tags and their degree of wear, and using the wear rates on these tags to parameterize our band wear rate estimates (Ludwig 1967) .
Fitted curves and their interpretations
Every species showed some degree of elevated mortality risk in early life, compatible with a learning period, although it could also be explained as a bias whereby individuals that die young are more likely to be observed dead, because the researchers who marked them are more likely to be still present at the marking site. On the assumption that studies mark and check for marked individuals, adding a geographic term to research effort should reduce the risk of such a bias, as the research effort correction will be more accurately assigned to individuals that the research is likely to observe.
Several of the species in our model show apparent senescence (Promislow 1991 , Gaillard et al. 1994 , Nussey et al. 2008 , reviewed in Nussey et al. 2013 . In order to show apparent senescence in analyses such as ours, senescence must be sufficiently strong to overcome the effect of demographic heterogeneity on apparent senescence. Demographic heterogeneity describes the phenomenon where the probability of death per unit time for a population may decline with increasing age, even if all individuals within that population have increasing probabilities of death per unit time. The unit-time probability of death appears to decline because the lowest-quality individuals (which have high annual risks of death relative to high-quality individuals) die earlier than high-quality individuals. Depending on the degree of variation in individual quality, this effect may cancel out or reverse trends in apparent senescence (defined as changes in per unit-time probability of death for all remaining members of a cohort over time; Nisbet 2001 , Nussey et al. 2008 . The ability to estimate differences in apparent senescence rates among large groups of species is an important feature of our model, and a complement to existing studies (see Nussey et al. 2013 ).
Related models and future directions
Our model of encounters is based on a continuous-time framework with a coarsely estimated time-specific recapture effort, and a panmictic population. We consider that finer-grained estimation of time-specific recapture effort (e.g., using day-specific effort estimates), the inclusion of data from animals resighted alive, and removing the assumption of panmixia would greatly increase the utility of our models.
Time-specific recapture effort.-In our model, the W i estimator is somewhat incongruous: We have a continuous time response (density of recaptures through time) modeled with a very coarse temporal resolution (annually). This incongruity is not a necessary feature of our model and can be done away with by estimating W i on a daily rather than annual basis, provided that mark applications are recorded against specific days. We have not done so here solely because we did not consider mortality rate estimates would be accurate at temporal scales smaller than one year (because of periodic movements, in some species), and so did not request marking data summarized at daily resolution. Daily summary data allow more accurate assignment of relevant effort to each recapture record, allowing a reduction in noise in the estimation of the W i estimator. The related problem of population-size estimation in continuous-time data has been considered at some length (e.g., Becker 1984 , Becker and Heyde 1990 , Wilson and Collins 1992 , Yip et al. 1993 , Wilson and Anderson 1995 , but the extension of this work into population mortality estimation has received little attention.
Spatially explicit recapture effort.-Our model of seabird populations assumes panmixia in the W i and W a estimates, which limits the number of species to which our model may be reasonably applied. A major complication to database-scale estimation of mortality structures stems from the fact that marking locations may be so close as to be essentially sampling the same population as each other, or so far as to sample completely disconnected populations. We consider that there are two viable alternatives to the assumption of panmixia.
First, one could treat each location of marking as a separate population and estimate W a and W i separately for populations comprised of animals marked at each location. This approach makes the most sense for sedentary species, where the probability of observing a marked individual is essentially unaffected by research effort at any location other than the one at which it was marked. Such a model would result in locationspecific overall weightings, but would need to be adjusted to compensate for different numbers of recaptures of animals marked at different locations (i.e., without adjustment, an animal recaptured in the most intensely studied year in a location where few animals were marked would have a W i of 1, equal to the weight given to an animal recovered in the most intensely studied year at a location where many animals were marked, so animals from smaller projects would not disproportionately affect the fitted model).
Second, one could estimate W i over a continuous-time geographic surface informed by spatiotemporal marking and recapture activity and estimate the probability of an observation of an individual by its relative probability over the surface. Theory concerning spatially explicit capture-recapture for population-density estimation (SECR) has been developed over the past decade (see Efford 2004 , Borchers and Efford 2008 , Efford and Fewster 2013 , allowing the estimation of recapture probabilities over a two-dimensional spatial surface. If it is possible to estimate a recapture-probability spatial surface using this or a similar method, then W i could be made location-specific as well as time-specific. A continuous-space, continuous-time modeling approach has been applied to estimates of population density by Borchers et al. (2014) .
Modelable species groups
Birds are often used as a model system for tagged-animal analyses, but they are not the only group on which these analyses may be used. For our model, the only fundamental requirements are that individuals must be uniquely recognizable at birth and at death to allow ages-at-death to be inferred, that records must be kept of the total number of individuals marked through time, that the interval between the first banding of a species and the present must exceed the species' maximum plausible longevity, and that marked animal carcasses are discovered at a rate that is independent of age-at-death after availability, intensity, and mark loss are accounted for. Other species groups may fulfill these criteria, for instance, marked salmonids (Gilbreath et al. 1976) ; cetaceans individually recognized from scarring or coloration patterns (Constantine et al. 2012 , but see Carroll et al. 2016 for a caveat of this technique for estimates including juvenile ageclasses); sea turtles, reptiles, and amphibians recognized by permanent marks (Spellerberg 1977 , Balazs 1999 , Waudby and Petit 2011 ; and any mammal species that may be tagged (Diefenbach and Alt 1998) . Individual-precision genetic identification of individuals may allow this technique to be used without requiring the invasive marking of individuals (see Waits et al. 2001 , Banks et al. 2003a , b, and Efford et al. 2009 ), as genomic approaches can yield cost-effective, unambiguous recognition of individuals (Szabolcsi et al. 2014 , Ringler et al. 2015 , Woodruff et al. 2015 .
Seabirds are unusual in that they are very commonly marked as nestlings and observed freshly dead. Many species' typical mark recoveries feature individuals resighted alive (see Baylis et al. 2014) , so extending the technique to handle live recaptures would substantially increase the number of species that it is possible to model, and provide greater sample sizes for species that it is already possible to model. Extending our model to include live recoveries could be achieved using standard techniques for censored observations in modeling approaches such as Cox's proportional hazards modeling (Cox 1972) .
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Population mortality curves are a key piece of demographic, and therefore ecological and evolutionary, data. Traditional demographic modeling techniques have made restrictive assumptions that have limited the number of species to which population mortality curves could be fitted. Our model uses extensive but chaotically structured nationalscale mark-recapture databases to deliver accurate first-estimates demographic structures for a wide range of species, which opens up potential avenues for further research into the populations, conservation, and evolution of species. We have identified as potential challenges to our model geographic structure of recovery probability, marking histories shorter than species' maximum longevities, and over-estimated mark-loss rates. However, in time, marking histories for all species will lengthen beyond species' maximum longevities, geographic structuring of discoveries of dead individuals is a problem that can potentially be solved by incorporating geographic information from relatively short-term global positioning system (GPS) studies, and over-estimates of markwear rates can be corrected by careful observations of worn tags or marks. We believe that this model has great potential utility in providing estimates of important biological parameters from the data stored in central animal-marking databases. As central animal-data repositories increasingly adopt open-data policies, there are many advantages to be gained from developing and using data-analysis methods which provide biologically relevant interpretations of these datasets.
